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Modernize Your Apps in the Cloud

Founded in 2000, Softlanding is a leading provider of 
cloud, professional and managed IT services. We are a mul-
ti-award-winning Microsoft Gold Partner with 14 Microsoft 
Gold Competencies and we use our experience and expertise 
to solve our client’s business challenges while creating a solid 
foundation for growth strategies, flexibility and scalability.

Application 
Modernization with 
Azure & PowerApps
Enable Your Workforce with Custom 
Solutions

About Softlanding

KEY BENEFITS 

WHAT’S INCLUDED
Softlanding’s App Modernization Workshop is a two-day 
engagement that will cover the benefits of Azure and 
PowerApps, and highlight the services that will light up your 
applications. We will then guide you through the process 
of reviewing your existing application and mapping it to 
Microsoft cloud services. 

At the end of the workshop you will have a high level 
architectural design and road-map for implementing your 
application on Azure and PowerApps.

OVERVIEW

Get the most value from modernizing existing applications to meet your current and 
future business objectives. Application modernization aims to make your legacy 
systems more agile and efficient through the use of Cloud technology, intelligent 
automation, and streamlined processes so you can focus on your business. 

Built on Microsoft Azure and PowerApps, modern application development can 
leverage cloud technologies to focus on the best solution without having to worry 
about the underlying infrastructure.

Maintain Microsoft level security by building an application in 
Azure and PowerApps, moving data as needed

SECURITY

Azure provides high availability and redundancy and can easily 
scale up or down resources within minutes so you don’t have to 
worry about capacity constraints.

AVAILABILITY AND SCALABILITY

Application Modernization that leverages Azure and PowerApps 
can quickly replace business functions currently served by aging 
platforms

FASTER TIME TO VALUE

OVERVIEW OF AZURE PAAS SERVICES

MAPPING OF APPLICATION FEATURES AND 
FUNCTIONALITY TO AZURE / POWERAPPS
WORKLOADS

OVERVIEW OF POWERAPPS

REVIEW OF AN EXISTING APPLICATION

CREATION OF A ROAD-MAP FOR THE 
MODERNIZATION OF THE APPLICATION


